Ancestral Debt Revocation

I in the ever-present moment of now, open a multi-layered multi-dimensional spiritual Court of
equity.
I call upon my star family, my Galactic family, my soul family, all ancestors past, present and
future holding the space of Union and communion and non-competition, holding the Christos
light now, to please be present now to help me hold space for this spiritual Court of equity.
I call upon the Great Central Sun, the prime creator to please be present to hold audit for all
things brought forward and to direct and balance All Soul Matrix energy Fields as God would
have it be.

(Visualize Family Lineage standing in front of you)

To my mother and father, and all ancestors in the DNA lineage that stand behind you.
I Love you.
And at the same time the ancestral teachings you have passed on to me no longer work for me.
The Ancestral karmic debt of…. (Name in detail each teaching such as money beliefs, what it
means to be a man or woman, what it means to love or be loved, all slavery programs family
crest debt etc.)

For whatever purpose this teaching and debt was created, it no longer applies to me and this
generation of the great Dream time awakening.
I am creating something new.
I no longer need this teaching.
I return it to the DNA lineage, to those that created it
For I no longer believe in that ancestral debt

Now bring to mind all of your past life selves. All of your other life selfs, all other I AM presences
that you have ever been in any time place or reality. You are going to call them forward into the
spiritual court of equity.
Now to my past I AM presence, my Past Life Selves….
I Love you.
And at the same time the soul teachings you have passed on to me no longer work for me.
All of the end of life review where you created soul shards from any kind of pain, shame or
regret or anger. Any belief or emotion that has created any sort of manipulation or affect in my
current life, I bring it forth now.
The soul shards and soul debt of…. (name any deep seated feelings or beliefs you are ready to
delete contracts with now.)

I call back all of my soul shards to my current I AM self now. I call back all of me back to this
zero point time of Now. I do not consent to any timeline manipulation or influence that is direcing
my current life for their purpose in any way shape or form
For whatever purpose this teaching and debt was created, it no longer applies to me and this
generation of the great Dream time awakening.
I AM declaring my I AM self right here, right now and the true source of my consent and
authority.
I am creating something new.
I no longer need this teaching.
I return it to those that created it and I return all back to the timeline and place where it was
created. I now from my true power and voice proclaim all of me is returned and whole in this
very zero point moment of now. Now is Now!
And So It Is!

